The application of a preparation which has been used and well known for over 40 years, LEDERMIX® Paste, is what is called for.

Due to the active substance, triamcinolone, LEDERMIX® Paste counteracts pain symptoms promptly and quickly and leads to a significant improvement. The wide-spectrum antibiotic demeclocycline that is contained as further active substance reduces the usually attendant bacterial contamination. This particular combination of active substances allows LEDERMIX® Paste to be effective in more ways than one: Quick relief from pain and effective reduction of cariogenic contamination and the simple application makes this preparation a very effective one for all the particularly unpleasant situations in which otherwise only less effective therapy measures are at disposal to relieve the patient suffering from pain.

Indications
- Deep carious lesions, symptoms of pulpitis
- Infected pulp, necrosis of the pulp
- Medicinal temporary filling in the scope of root canal treatment
- Pain after preparation measures

Application methods